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Abstract: For morphodynamic modelling, riverbed survey data are essential as the basis for the
evaluation of temporal riverbed development, mesh creation, and model calibration. To study the
effects of uncertain geometry input on these issues, datasets of different spatial resolutions were
analysed. As a result, cross-profile data were derived from high-resolution survey data, which are
available for a river reach in the Upper Danube in Bavaria for several periods. Finally, the prediction
quality of simulations based on cross-profile and high-resolution spatial data was assessed. The
analysis of both datasets shows continuous riverbed erosion but of different magnitudes. However,
complex riverbed geometry due to, e.g., scours, is depicted poorly by cross-profile data. In more
homogenously characterised reaches, cross-profile data significantly more closely represents the
riverbed geometry than the high-resolution spatial data base. Local misinterpretation of riverbed
geometry by cross-profile data leads to deviations of calibration parameters in the entire study area.
Consequently, these deviations in calibration outcome effect the model predictions. In this case,
cross-profile calibration generally induces higher transport capacities, leading to more erosion in the
study area compared to the model based on high-resolution spatial calibration. The general shape of
predicted riverbed geometries is found to be similar but with local deviations, which are not limited
to areas with complex river geometry.

Keywords: morphodynamic modelling; sediment transport; cross-profile data; airborne laser
bathymetry

1. Introduction

Two-dimensional morphodynamic numerical modelling is dependent on various in-
put parameters that are subject to several sources of uncertainty. For example, bathymetric
data is essential to correctly represent riverbed geometry and is used for mesh creation
and calibration [1]. Consequently, numerical calculations of water surface elevation, water
depth, depth-averaged velocities, and boundary shear stress strongly depend on the input
data [2].

However, the acquisition of bathymetric data is expensive, and difficult to execute
due to the dynamic nature of riverine environments (e.g., changing water levels, contin-
uous changing bed morphology, or difficult approachability) [3]. This results in strong
temporal and spatial limitations of geometric data, increasing the uncertainty of numerical
models [4].

Two different types of datasets are commonly used: (i) Cross-profile data, which can be
obtained with either traditional survey equipment in wadable water, or with hydroacoustic
instruments (e.g., sonar, ADCP) mounted to a watercraft in deep water. (ii) Spatial data,
which can be acquired with boat-mounted sonar or a LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging)
system. However, each survey technique has its own advantages and disadvantages. For
instance, cross-profile survey data may not cover essential features of a riverbed such as
scours, boulders, or other local structures, and the river channel between the cross-profiles
must be interpolated [1]. Sonar data may be incomplete due to the inaccessibility of shallow
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waters [5]. Considering LIDAR data, gaps may occur due to significant water depths or
high water turbidity [6]. Therefore, approaches to fill these data gaps are essential to
avoid bias. Combined, these individual drawbacks lead to increased uncertainty of the
obtained river bathymetry depending on survey techniques, data processing, and the
riverine environment.

The effects of uncertainty influence calibration values, such as the critical Shields
parameter used to determine the initiation of sediment motion [7], or the Strickler value,
used to calibrate the roughness and thus the bottom shear stress [8,9]. Furthermore, errors
due to geometry input uncertainties can propagate through the whole modelling process
making morphodynamic observations prone to errors [4].

There is a wide range of publications covering the influence of cross-profile interpo-
lation on river hydraulics [1,10,11] and in [12] uncertainty analysis is applied concerning
morphodynamic input parameters such as θcrit. However, the effects of cross-profile to
cross-profile interpolations on morphodynamic modelling have been scarcely examined.
The use of spatial geometric data in morphodynamic modelling is increasingly more com-
mon [8,13,14], and both cross-profile and spatial data can be used in tandem [15]. However,
there is still a lack of research regarding how predictions of morphodynamic models cali-
brated against cross-profile data may have different output predictions in terms of mean
elevations and mean changes in volume, compared to morphodynamic models calibrated
against spatial data.

In practice, researchers and project engineers are often faced with a variety of datasets
differing in spatial resolution, thus demanding an analysis of how spatial and interpolated
cross-profile survey data may lead to different interpretations of river geometry, and thus
influence the calibration and predictions of morphodynamic simulations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area covers the Danube River from river kilometres 2508.0 to 2511.8, in
the Donauwörth region of Bavaria, Germany. The Danube has been subject to multiple
anthropogenic impacts resulting from “Danube Corrections”. These include river course
straightening and narrowing combined with bank stabilisation, which has increased flow
velocity and shear stress. River modifications, combined with several hydropower plants
that act as transverse structures controlling the discharge and hindering longitudinal
sediment transport to the downstream area, result in increased riverbed erosion [16]. The
river has a constant width of approximately 70 m and an averaged riverbed inclination
of 0.2–0.3%. For an MQ discharge, the average water depth is 2.24 m and the maximum
depth is at 6.61 m. Several samples of bed material show a dm = 20–30 mm.

In the project area, tributaries to the Danube are the Schmutter, Zusam, and Wörnitz.
Characteristic discharge values are listed in Table 1, where NNQ is the lowest ever mea-
sured discharge, MQ is the mean discharge over the recorded time, and HHQ is the highest
measured discharge ever measured. Figure 1 shows an overview of the project area.

Table 1. Characteristic discharges of the Danube and its tributaries.

River (Gauge) Observation
Period NNQ [m3/s] MQ [m3/s] HHQ [m3/s]

Danube (Donauwörth) 1980–2012 42.6 191.0 1340.0
Schmutter (Druisheim) 1965–2016 0.7 3.7 81.4
Zusam (Pfaffenhofen) 1931–2012 1.4 4.1 64.5
Woernitz (Harburg) 1970–2016 0.5 11.5 444.0
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Figure 1. Overview of the study area in Donauwörth.

2.2. Survey Data
2.2.1. Cross-Profile Survey Data

From 1985 to 2020, overall, thirteen terrestrial cross-profile data surveys were carried
out. The cross-profiles contain the riverbed, the banks, and a small part of the surrounding
topography. Earlier surveys yielded fewer points whereas more recent surveys provided
more detail; depending on the year, 30–160 points/profile are available. The point-to-point
distance varies from 0.5 to 3 m, and the cross-profile spacing is at 200 m.

2.2.2. Sonar Survey Data

In 2013, 2018, and 2019, spatial data was collected with a boat-mounted multi-beam
echo sounder. Rasterised point clouds with a spatial resolution of 1 m were generated from
the survey data. For 2013, two survey datasets are available, one before the HQ10 June
flood event (in the following denoted by 2013 or 2013-1) and one after the HQ10 June flood
event (in the following denoted by 2013-2). However, data gaps are present in areas that
were inaccessible by boat due to shallow water, rapids, and riverbanks.

2.2.3. Airborne Lidar Bathymetry (ALB) Data

In 2020 an Airborne Lidar Bathymetry survey was conducted resulting in a rasterised
point cloud of the entire study area with a spatial resolution of 0.25 m [17]. The point cloud
contains the entire riverbed, the banks, and the surrounding topography. Small data gaps
occur in areas of deep water.

2.3. Survey Data Processing

The data was pre-and post-processed with the software “Surface—Water Modelling
System” (SMS) using an analysis mesh, which is restricted to the riverbed and extracted
from the calculation mesh used for numerical modelling.

The goal was to understand the development of the riverbed elevation over time,
which required the evaluation of changes in mean elevation and volume for defined
segments. Segments were defined by the river kilometres analogous to the distribution of
cross-profiles shown in Figure 1. Lateral dimensions of the segments were determined by
tracing the riverbanks using orthophotos of the study area. Figure 1 shows the geometrical
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elements used for survey data processing. Subsequently, the riverbed elevation and change
in volume for each segment were able to be calculated.

2.3.1. Spatial Data

To prepare point clouds for calculating mean riverbed elevation, data gaps must be
filled. Three different approaches were conducted to fill occurring data gaps, as shown in
Figure 2:

• Interpolation of adjacent points.
• Filling data gaps with points derived from another spatial dataset, which was surveyed

at a similar time.
• Data for non-erodible areas were generally derived from the 2020 ALB dataset due to

its completeness.
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Figure 2. Filling methodology example of a DTM at Augsburger bridge for the 2013-2 dataset with a spatial resolution of
1 m.

Finally, high-resolution rasterised terrain models representing different time periods
were obtained. These terrain models were subsequently interpolated to the analysis mesh,
as illustrated in Figure 3a. In the following, spatial data is denoted by “SPA”.
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2.3.2. Derived Cross-Profile Data

Data from the original cross-profile surveys (see Section 2.2.1 Cross-Profile Survey
Data) were not used, because the measurement times differed significantly from those of
the spatial-data surveys (Section 2.2.2 Sonar Survey Data and Section 2.2.3 Airborne Lidar
Bathymetry (ALB) Data), making a qualified data comparison impossible. To still enable
analysis of the difference between cross-profile and spatial datasets, cross-profiles were
derived from the processed spatial data 2013-1 (sonar), 2013-2 (sonar), 2018 (sonar), and
2020 (ALB).

The position of the cross-profiles corresponds to the river kilometres with a profile-to-
profile distance of 200 m. The profile spacing was chosen as an analogue to the original
cross-profile surveys and helps to put the existing cross-profile measurements in context.
The following procedure, as illustrated in Figure 3b, was applied to prepare the derived
cross-profile data to obtain the average elevation of the examined riverbed segments:

• Deduction of splines from cross-profile points.
• Intersection of splines with the lateral confinements connecting two neighbouring

cross-profiles, defining a segment.
• Elevation interpolation onto lateral confinements connecting two neighbouring cross-

profiles.
• Creation of a mesh derived from the cross-profiles and the lateral confinements ac-

cording to the Adaptive Rectangular Coons Patch method [18].
• The Coons mesh is interpolated to the analysis mesh to calculate the mean riverbed

elevation.

In the following, derived cross-profile data is denoted by “DCP”.

2.4. Mean Elevation Calculation

The mean elevation of a segment Hmean was calculated by the sum of the elevation
Hi of the single nodes of the analysis mesh weighted by its corresponding control area Ai
(Equation (1)). The analysis mesh was acquired according to the procedure in Figure 3.

Hmean =
1
A

n

∑
k=0

Ai ∗ Hi (1)

The change in volume was then calculated according to the following equation:

∆V = Asegment ∗ (Hi − Hj) (2)

2.5. Development of Riverbed Elevation

Figure 4 shows a longitudinal section for the calculated mean elevations of the years
2013 and 2020 based on SPA and DCP data. SPA data suggests that continuous riverbed
erosion occurred during the observation period. The mean erosion magnitude from 2013
to 2020 was around 21 cm. The low point at river kilometre 2510.3 was caused by a local
scour which was naturally filled until 2018.

DCP data suggests similar riverbed developments as SPA data. However, segments
affected by prominent riverbed features, such as local scour at 2511.3/2511.1, 2510.3,
2510.1, the anthropogenically influenced zones at 2509.7/2509.5, and segments affected
by a confluence at river kilometres 2508.7 and 2508.5, are depicted poorly. To clarify the
differences between SPA and DCP data, the local scour at river kilometre 2510.3 is examined
in detail in Section 5.1 Local Scour at River Kilometre 2510.3.
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Figure 4. Development of the mean riverbed elevation for SPA data and DCP data from 2013 to 2020.

Figure 5a compares the change in elevation from 2013 to 2020 for SPA and DCP
datasets. They correspond to the gradients of the cumulative change in volume shown in
Figure 5b. For example, due to a positive value of SPA data at segment 2510.3 in Figure 5a,
a positive gradient at segment 2510.3 in Figure 5b can be observed.
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According to the SPA dataset, the entire river reach is subject to a decrease in riverbed
elevation, except the segment at river kilometre 2510.3, where the already described natural
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filling of a scour occurs. During the observation time period, 51,000 m3 of riverbed material
was discharged according to SPA data and 60,000 m3 according to DCP data. This results in
an overall inaccurate depiction of the riverbed geometry, leading to a 16% overestimation
of the discharged material in the entire study area when using DCP data compared to the
SPA data.

3. Numerical Model
3.1. Model Description

Hydro_FT-2D is applied for sediment transport modelling, and is software that is fully
coupled with the hydraulic solver Hydro_AS-2D [19,20]. The software computes the flow
variables by solving the shallow water equations with a spatial discretisation according
to the finite volume method. It uses a linear computation mesh consisting of triangular
and rectangular elements, approximating the bathymetry and topography for certain time
steps. Sediment transport is modelled according to Meyer-Peter and Müller [21] and
an extension according to Hunziker [22] for multi-fractional transport. This multi-grain
approach allows up to 12 grain size classes. The riverbed stratification is represented by
a three-layer modelling approach, allowing for erosional, depositional, and armouring
simulations.

Additionally, the model considers influences of the river bend and the slope in the
longitudinal and transversal directions. The riverbed evolution is determined by solving
the Exner equation. The internal time step is generally determined by the software with a
CFL criteria of 0.8.

For mesh creation, the definition of boundary conditions, and the processing/visualisa-
tion of computational results, the pre- and post-processor SMS surface water modelling
software is used.

3.2. Model Setup

Two morphodynamic models were established, one based on SPA data and one based
on DCP data. Figure 1 shows the computational mesh boundaries. The mesh resolution
was defined carefully to maintain quality and acceptable computation speeds according to
experience from previous works [2,9,13]. The river channel is represented by rectangular
elements with dimensions of about 6 × 3 m. The surrounding topography is generally
represented by triangular elements differing in size, dependent on its complexity. In total,
122,626 elements and 75,942 nodes represented the study area. The entire riverbed, with
the exceptions mentioned in Section 2.3.1 Spatial Data, is defined as erodible.

3.3. Calibration
3.3.1. General Concept

The calibration process is divided into global and local calibration. Global calibration
is successful when the results represent the shape, elevation, and evolutionary pattern of
the riverbed as it was documented by survey data for a given period. This is achieved by
adjusting global parameters such as θcrit, and defining initial sediment transport and kr,
which is a factor used for scaling the magnitude of sediment transport. For both setups
(SPA and DCP), it was assumed that an identical global calibration setup is valid.

Local calibration was conducted by adjusting the segmental Strickler values while
reducing deviations of the mean riverbed elevation and the cumulative change of volume
to a minimum in respect to the survey data.

The calibration parameter used for local adaptations was the roughness value kSt,
which was defined for each segment. Exceptions were areas with heterogenic bathymetry
where it could be assumed that local flow patterns strongly affect sediment transport.

3.3.2. Time Period

The morphodynamic model was calibrated for the time period from 2013 to 2020. To
minimise the simulation time, the Danube hydrograph was limited to discharges over
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500 m3/s, when major sediment transport is assumed to occur. The resulting time period
was equivalent to 54 days.

3.4. Validation

Model validation was not explicitly conducted, but during the calibration time period,
additional survey datasets from 2013 and 2018 were available and used to globally validate
the morphodynamic model by assessing intermediate time steps.

4. Results
4.1. Calibration
4.1.1. Global Calibration

The model setup used six particle size classes to represent sediment ranging from 2 to
152.5 mm. The internal acceleration factor for sediment transport was set to 4. During the
global calibration process, values of 0.036 for the critical Shields parameter θcrit, and 1 for
the sediment transport scaling factor kr, were determined. The Strickler value was set at
37 m1/3/s for the entire river reach.

4.1.2. Local Calibration

Figure 6a shows a longitudinal section of the initially used and calibrated Strickler
values for the entire study area, for both SPA data and DCP data based models. Due to
the complex riverbed geometry with bridge foundations at river kilometres 2509.5 and
2509.7, Strickler values were set explicitly low to 27.5 m1/3/s, leading to a mean Strickler
value for the Danube of 35.1 m1/3/s according of the SPA data mesh. The mean Strickler
value for the Danube according to the DCP data mesh is 34.1 m1/3/s. The error of the
simulated segmental riverbed elevation in respect to the survey data is less than 5 cm for
both simulations.
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Figure 6b compares the cumulative change in volume as simulated by SPA and DCP
data in comparison to the corresponding SPA and DCP survey data. In respect to the survey
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data, the simulated change in volume differs by less than 2.9% for the SPA simulation and
less than 4.2% for the DCP simulation.

4.2. Morphodynamic Predictions

Aiming to evaluate the two different datasets, two morphodynamic simulations were
conducted, covering a time period equivalent to the calibration simulations. The SPA
prediction model was set up with the initial riverbed geometry defined according to the
survey dataset 2020 (SPA) and the segmental Strickler values corresponding to the SPA
calibration. The DCP prediction model was set up with the initial riverbed geometry
defined according to the survey dataset 2020 (DCP) and the segmental Strickler values
corresponding to the DCP calibration.

The longitudinal section of the predicted mean riverbed elevations of the two models
are compared in Figure 7a. Although the shape of the two curves looks similar, local
deviations occur at river kilometres 2511.1, 2510.9, 2509.3, 2508.7, and 2508.5, leading to
local under- or overestimations of the mean riverbed elevation. Notable are the deviations
that do not necessarily occur at segments with complex river geometry. Additionally, the
cumulative change in volume of the SPA data model is exceeded by 22% of the simulation
based on the DCP calibration, resulting in a lower mean riverbed.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Local Scour at River Kilometre 2510.3

Figure 8 shows the longitudinal profiles between river kilometres 2510.0 and 2510.6
for SPA (a) and DCP data (b) from 2013 and 2020. Additionally, corresponding spatial
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illustrations of the differences in riverbed elevation from 2013 to 2020 are given for SPA (c)
and DCP data (d).
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elevation difference from 2013 to 2020 for SPA (c) and DCP data (d).

Between river kilometres 2510.4 and 2510.2, a scour downstream of the railroad bridge
is covered by the 2013 SPA data due to the cross-section narrowing imposed by the bridge
pier. According to SPA data, from 2013 to 2020 the scour was naturally filled, leading to
an increase in the riverbed elevation of up to 2 m. The riverbed elevation of the adjacent
segments decreased up to 1 m. The zones closest to the lateral confinements/riverbanks
do not show any elevation changes. This is due to point cloud processing, as explained
in Section 2.3.2 Spatial Data. Sonar point clouds generally do not contain the riverbanks.
Thus, major parts of the riverbanks were derived from the 2020 ALB data and are identical
throughout the spatial datasets.

DCP data suggest a different situation: Due to the occurrence of the local scour
between two cross-profiles, the bathymetry cannot be described properly. Although there
is sediment deposition immediately downstream of the bridge foundation, a comparison
of both illustrations shows that the actual morphology in this area is poorly described.
Additionally, a longitudinal profile view does not show significant changes in this area and
the bridge pier is not covered by the dataset.
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5.2. Represenentation of Riverbed Elevation

As suggested by Figure 4, DCP data generally displays riverbed features but fails
to provide a detailed view of the complex riverbed geometry, resulting in a smoothed
depiction of the riverbed geometry.

In this study, DCP data suggests an increase in riverbed erosion during the calibration
time in comparison to SPA data. This behaviour requires representation in the numerical
simulation with an adequate parameter setup, inducing increased bed load transport.
Segmental Strickler values were used to locally adapt transport capacities to the measured
data. Subsequently, Strickler values of DCP calibration were found to be rougher than
those of SPA calibration.

It was observed that the determined Strickler values differed over the entire study area
and were not limited to local areas, as might be assumed. Consequently, the segmentally
differing levels of transport capacity propagate through the predictions of the morphody-
namic model, resulting in an overall increase in riverbed erosion as predicted by DCP data
compared to SPA data. This leads to deviations in mean riverbed elevation, which do not
necessarily manifest at segments with complex river geometry but occur over the entire
river reach. This indicates that the misinterpretation of local features affects the predictions
of morphodynamic models in the entire study area and is not limited to local areas.

The deviations in this study are limited to 30 cm for segmental mean riverbed elevation
for a prediction time of 7 years. However, with increasing simulation time, errors may
accumulate and result in increasing prediction uncertainty. These uncertainties can be
reduced by the use of SPA data, which gives a wider and more detailed look at the
development of riverbed geometry. However, the correct treatment and processing of
data is essential and requires more knowledge; for example, the filling of data gaps due to
riverbanks and scours.

However, in many projects the availability of SPA survey datasets with a high temporal
resolution is not guaranteed, requiring combined usage of SPA and cross-profile (CP)
datasets, or the sole use of CP datasets. Because CP data aims to depict a similar general
riverbed development to that of SPA data, neglecting local differences, it can be used as
supplementary information, thereby improving the geometric database of a project. For
example, CP data acquired by ADCP allows depth measurement accuracies of 1%, possibly
providing more accurate information within the cross-profile [23]. This data may be used
to validate other conducted surveys, such as sonar and ALB, and hence improve the
calibration and prediction quality of morphodynamic models. Additionally, if deviations
of mean elevation and change in volume are kept within a certain range and meet the
requirements of a project, sole use of CP data does not necessarily lead to drawbacks and
may simplify the processing of survey data.

The segmental calculation of mean elevation, as undertaken in this work, raises the
question of whether this method provides adequate accuracy in comparison with high-
resolution spatial data. By utilising smaller segments, the complex riverbed geometry, as
depicted in the high-resolution data, can be considered in the local calibration of Strickler
values. Therefore, a better depiction of riverbed roughness may yield improved morpho-
dynamic prediction quality.

6. Conclusions

The availability of high-resolution bathymetry data is constantly increasing, raising
questions of whether morphodynamic predictions can be improved and how they differ
in comparison to predictions based on traditional cross-profile data. Therefore, this study
aimed to evaluate the impact of spatial and cross-profile data on calibration and predictions
of 2d morphodynamic models.

For a river reach in the Bavarian Danube, several spatial high-resolution point clouds
(SPA) are available, which were additionally used to derive cross-profile (DCP) data with a
cross-profile spacing of 200 m.
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Based on each dataset, riverbed development was evaluated, two morphodynamic
models were calibrated, and their morphological predictions were compared. SPA data
represent the entire river reach in detail, and provide highly comprehensive coverage
prominent features. On the contrary, the representation of riverbed geometry by DCP data
is smoothed in the longitudinal direction due to the interpolation of the riverbed geometry
between two cross-profiles. However, the accuracy of a cross-profile survey may surpass
the accuracy of common sonar and ALB surveys, resulting in highly accurate depictions
of local profiles. These profiles can be used to validate the accuracies of other surveys,
such as ALB and sonar. However, prominent local features, such as scours, foundations,
or confluences, may be missed entirely or covered only partially. This leads to a factor of
randomness when using cross-profiles for morphodynamic modelling. However, zones
having a homogeneous riverbed geometry, and lacking a complex riverbed geometry, are
represented well and the use of cross-profile data shows few or no drawbacks compared to
the use of SPA data.

Calibration was achieved by adjusting the local Strickler values, defined for 200 m
segments of the Danube River, against survey data from 2013 to 2020. In comparison to SPA
data, DCP data overestimated the erosion of the entire river reach, resulting in a rougher
mean Strickler value for the DCP calibration.

The DCP calibration setup induced more sediment transport, leading to a 22% increase
in erosion, but was still able to represent the general shape of the riverbed geometry as
predicted by SPA simulation. However, the misinterpretation of certain areas influenced
the Strickler values over the entire study area, and led to local deviations, which were not
limited to areas with prominent features but occurred over the entire study area.
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